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DENSIFYING MAPPINGS AND THEIR FIXED POINTS 

By Sucharita Ranganathan and V. K. Gupta 

1. Introduction 

Let A be a bounded subset of a metric space (X, d). Kuratowski [3] intro
duced the concept of α(A)， the measure of non-compactness of A. α(A) 

denotes the infimum of all e>O such that A admits a finite covering consisting 

of subsets with diameter <e. 

The following properties of a can be easily verified. For proofs, one can 

refer to Darbo [1] and Nussbaum [4]. 

(i) O<a(A)<δ(A) where δ(A) is the diameter of A , 
(ii) ACB::>α(A)<α(B)， 

(iii) a(A) = a(fi) where A is the closure of A , 
(iv) α(AUB)=max {α(A)， a(B)}, 

(v) α(A)=O수=? A is pre-compact (totally bounded). Further, if CX, d) is 

complete, αCA) =O=aCA)::>A is compact. 

2. Furi and Vignoli [2] introduced the following two definitions. 

DEFINlTION 1. A continuous mapping T from a metric space (X, d) to itself is 
said to be denszfy z"ng if for every bounded subset A of X with α(A)> 0, we 
have α(TCA)) <αCA). 

Contractive mappings and completely continuous mappings are densifying. 

DEFINlTION 2. Let F be a real valued lower semi continuous function defined 
on XxX. The mapping T: X • X is said to be weakly F-contractive if and 
only if 

F(Tx, Ty) <F(x, y) for all x, yεX， x=/=y. 

When F is the distance function d , we say T is weakly coχtractive. 

They have proved the following: 

THEOREM A. Let T òe a denszfying aηd μJeakl y F -contractiνe maPPing defineå 

from a comPlete metric s영ace (X, d) to itself. lf for some x。εX， the seqμence of 

z"terates starNng from Xo z's òounded, then T lzas a μχz·qμe fixed point in X. 



• 
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2. We prove a similar resuIt which yields a unique common fixed point for 
a pair of densifying mappings. We first have the following 

LEMMA. T 1 and T 2 are tzνo densi패썽g 1izappings Irom a ηzetric space (X, d) to 

itsell zf and only zf lor every pair 01 bounded subsets A aηd B 01 X we have 

(3. 1) α(T1(A) UTZ(B)) <α(AUB) αIlzeneνer α(AUB)>O. 

PROOF. Suppose condition (3.1) holds. Letting B=Ø we obtain that α(T1(A)) 
<α(A) whenever α(A) > 0, i. e. T 1 is densifying. Similarly T 2 is also densifying. 

Conversely, suppose T 1 and T 2 are densifying. Let α(AUB)>O， i. e. Max {α(A)， 

α(B)} > O. Three cases arise. If α(A) and α(B) are > 0, then α(T1(A)) <α(A) 
and α(T2(B)) <α(B). Hence max {α(T1(A)) ， α(T:;.(B))} <max{α(A)， α(B) }， i. e. 

α (T 1 (A) UT2(B)) <α(AUB). If α(A)>O and α(B)=O， then α(T 1 (A)) <a(A); 

and α(B) = 0 implies B is totally bounded. The continuous image T 2(B) is also 

totally bounded and α(T 2(B)) =0. Hence α(T1(A)UT2(B))=max {α(TrCA))， 

α(TlB))} =α(T1(A)) <α(A) <α(AUB)， i. e. α(T1(A)UT2(B)) <α(AUB). Sim

ilarly this result again follows if α(A)=O and α(B)>O. Hence the lemma . 

The folìowing definition was introduced in [5]. 

DEFL\lITION 3. Let S = {T l' T 2} be a pair of self mappings of a metric space 

{X, d) into i tself. For xoE三X， the sequence J s(xO) = {xα T 1xO' T2T1xα T 1T 2T 1XO' 

•.. } is called t!tε J·oz·ηt sequence 01 iterates 01 S at xO. 

THEOREM 1. Let S = {T l' T 2} be a pair 01 comηlutatz"ve denszfying nza양pings 

dζfined OiZ a COηzPlete nzetric space (X, d) sμch that T 1T 2 is μleakly F-contractiνe. 

Illor soηlC X。εX the joint sequence 01 iterates Js(xo) 01 S at Xo z's bounded, 

then T 1 and T 2 lzave a unique coηzmon lixed φo찌t in X. 

PROOF. Let M=JsCxo) = {xo' T1x밍 T 2T lxO' …}. Denote M 1 = {xo• T 2T 1xO' T 2T 1T 2T l 

.xo, ... } and M 2= {T 1xO' T 1T 2T 1xO' ... }. Such that M=M1UM2• Since T 1(M1)=M2 

.and T 2(Mz)=M1\ {XO} M=T1(Ml)UT2(M2)U{xO}. Therefore α(M)= α(T1(M1) 
UT2(M2)U {xc}) =max {α(T rCMl) UT zCM2))' α({xo})} =α(T1(M1)UT2(M2)). 
lf α(M)= α(λ"1 UM2) >0 then we must have α(T1(M1)UT2(M2)) <α(11ιlUM2) 

which will give a contradiction. Hence α(M) =0, and by property (v) M is 

'compact. Consider the function ø: M-• R defined byØ(x)=F(x,T 1T 2x) T 1T 2 
being the composition of two continuous functions is continuous; and F being 
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;lower semi continuous, ø will be Iower semi-continuous on compact M. So it 

has a minimum at some point zεM. Now, M is invariant under T 1 T 2 for T 1 T 2 

(M)=T1(T2(M)) CT1 (건(M)) ζT 1 (T zCM)) CM since M is inva따nt under 

'T1T z Hence T1T2(z)εM. If zopT1T/z) , rþ(T1T 2(z))=F(T1T 2(z) , T1T2T1TzCz)) 

<F(z, T 1T 2)z))=rþ(z). This contradicts the definition of z; hence z=T1T 2(z). 

z is the unique fixed point of T 1 T 2; for if w is another fixed point, F(T 11’2(Z) , 

T 1T 2(w))<F(z, w) , i.e. F(z, w) <F(z, w) which is not possible. Further, z= 

T 1T 2(z) implies T1(z)=T1T1T2(z)=TITIT2(z) , i.e. T1(z) is a fixed point of 

T 1T 2. By the uniqueness of z, T1z=z. SimiIarIy z=T(z). Hence z is the unique 

‘ common fixed point of T 1 and T 2. This proves the theorem. 

COROLLARY (i). Let S= {T1, T 2} be a paz"γ o[ commutatz"ve denszfyi짧 sel[ mapp

ùzgs on a bozmded complete metrz"c S.엉ace (X, d) , suck that T 1 T 2 ì‘s weakly 

, contractive. Tken tkere exists a unique comηzon η~.xed point [or T 1 and T 2. 

COROLLARY (ii). Let X be a bounded coηzPlete ηzetγic space and let S= {T l' T 2} 

‘ be a pair o[ commutative, completely contz"nuous sel[ maPPings o[ X such tlzat T 1 T 2 

is weakly F-contractz"νe. Tlzen there exists a χnique common [ixed point [or T 1 and 

-y 2. 

REMARKS. (i) The theorem can be generaIized by replacing T 1 and T 2 by T t 
and T 2

Q, for any two positive integers p and q. This is so; since the unique 

common fixed point of T/ and T 2
Q wiII aIso be the unique cαcomr 

'of T1 and T2• ([η[7]꺼]) 

(ii) For the vaIidity of this theorem, the definition of wcak F-contractivity 

for a mapping T may be modified in any way so as to yield F(Tx, T ‘ x) <F(x, 

Tx). For example, we may like Singh [6] take 

F(Tx, η)<울 {F(x， Tx) 十 F(y， Ty) +F(x, y)} 

(iii) The theorem stilI holds if we merely assume that T 1T 2 is iteratively 

‘ weakly F-contractive at alI points of X , i. e. for every xεX， there ex. ists a 

;positive integer n(x) such that 

F((T1T 2)nCx) x, (T1T 2l(X) y)<F(x, y) γx， y든X， x낯y. 

This definition was introduced by Thomas [8]. 
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4. In this last section we generalize the notion of densifying mappings andt 
extend Theorem A. 

DEFINITION 4. A mapping T : X-• X is said to be (p ; ql' q2' …, qm) densifying. 

if for AζX. 

(4. 1) 

(4.2) 

m 

TP is continuous and 

α(TP(A)) <윤안 α(Tq'(A)) 

whenever 휠 깐 (Tq'(A)) is finite and >0, where p, q1' q2' ... , qm are al1 non-

n‘ negative integers and the a ’s are non-negative reals such that ε그 a,=1. 
I j=l 

THEOREM 2. Let T : (X, d)-• (X, d) be a (p ; ql' q2' ... , qll) densify쩌g mapplng 

defined on a complete ηzetric space (X, d) sμch that T P is weakly F-contrac lt"ve. 

1f for some X。εX， the seqμence of iterates {xn} z's boμnded， theη T has a μxtqzte 

fixed point in X. 
。。

PROOF. Let A= U _ {xn} where xn=T xn一 l' n= 1, 2, ...• Now, TP(A) and Tq'(A), 
n=O ” ” ” 

for j = 1, 2, ... , m, all differ from A only by a finite number of terms; hence 

a(A) =α(TP(A)) =α(Tq'(A)). 
?η 

If 솥l 와 a(T
q
,) (A)) is finite and > 0 then by (4.2) 

”’ a(A) <α(A) lζ aj ‘=a(A) 

m 
which is not possible. So we must have 2: a; α(Tq'(A)) =0. This imp1ies that. 

j=l-' 

each term in the summation is independently. Since all the aj 's cannot be zero,. 

we have a(Tq'(A)) =0 at least one j , i. e. α(TP(A)) =0. 

Therefore TP(A) is compact, since X is complete. Consider the real valued 

function ø: TP(A) .• R defined by Ø(x) = F(x, rP x). ø being the composition of 

a continuous and a lower semi-continuous function is itself lower semi-continuous 

and attains a minimum at a point zε싼(A). The continuity of TP gives 

TP(TP(A))CTP(TP(A))=T2P(A)ζTP(A)， i. e. TP(z)εTP(A). If z 'i= TP(z), Ø(TP(z)} 

=F(TP(z), T
2P

(z)) <F(z, TP(z)) =Ø(z). This contradicts the definition of z; hence 

z=TP(z). The weak F-contractivity of rP immediately gives that z is the 
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unique fixed point of T P• Also T(z)=T(rP(z)) = TP(Tz). Hence z=T(z) by the

uniqueness of z, i. e. z is the unique fixed point of T. Thus proves the theorem. 

REMARKS. (i) If T is a (p; q) densifying mapping, condition (4.2) would 

reduce to a(TP(A)) <a(Tq(A)). 

(ii) If T is a (p; 0) densifying mapping then we have α(TP(A)) <α(A) ， i. e~ 

TP is densifying. (see [8]) 

(iii) If T is a (1 ; 0) densifying mapping, T w ilI be densifying, and Theorem 

2 w ilI reduce to Theorem A. 
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